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Abstract—We consider the problem of dependent task offloading
in edge computing with unknown system-side information (e.g.,
edge transmission rate and computation resources). In this prob-
lem, tasks have complicated dependency relationships and have
no prior knowledge of system-side information to assist offloading
decision-making. Although existing learning-based approaches can
help to address unknown system-side information, the impact of in-
herent task dependency on such approaches has not been formally
explored. To bridge the gap, we first use a breadth-first-search
(BFS) method to decouple task dependency, and then leverage
the Lyapunov optimization technique to transfer the long-term of-
floading problem to an online optimization problem. Furthermore,
we employ the multi-armed bandit (MAB) theory to develop the
online learning-based dependent task offloading algorithm, called
OL-DTO. The algorithm can address the unknown system-side
information and is augmented with task dependency awareness. We
present a rigorous theoretical analysis to evaluate the performance
of this algorithm in terms of application delay and UD energy con-
sumption. Our extensive experimental results demonstrate that the
OL-DTO algorithm significantly reduces application delay while
satisfying the long-term energy budget constraint of the UD.

Index Terms—Unknown system-side information, task depen-
dency, concurrent-enhanced offloading, learning-based offloading,
multi-armed bandit theory.
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I. INTRODUCTION

EDGE computing pushes plentiful computation resources
(e.g., CPU, memory, and storage) from the centralized

cloud to the network edge, which enables densely deployed edge
servers to provide computation services for computing-intensive
applications [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. The applications, such as aug-
mented reality and face recognition [6], [7], can be partitioned
into multiple tasks [8], [9], [10]. On this basis, task offloading
with fine-granularity in edge computing has been extensively
studied [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], where the
tasks are offloaded from the resource-limited user devices (UDs)
to powerful edge servers for low application delay and energy
consumption.

To better reap the benefits of edge computing, the UD makes
offloading decisions based on current edge offloading perfor-
mance, which can be obtained by the system-side information
(e.g., edge transmission rate and computation resources). In
practical edge computing scenarios, however, the system-side
information is generally unknown to UDs [19], [20], [21]. For
example, complicated wireless networks impede the acquisition
and prediction of edge transmission rate [22]; besides, an edge
computing system involves multiple edge service providers, and
the system-side information is usually undisclosed to UDs across
different service providers [23]. Facing the unknown system-
side information, several works [24], [25], [26] implement task
offloading through continuously learning historical observations
of edge offloading performance.

Despite the efforts, the existing learning-based approaches
neglect the impact of inherent dependency on task offloading
and cannot be applied to dependent task offloading directly. Task
dependency refers to logical precedence and data transfer. In
dependent task offloading, a UD makes offloading decisions to
determine which edge servers should be selected for processing
the current tasks, then the outputs from the preceding tasks need
to be transferred to the selected edge servers for triggering the
current tasks [27]. Based on the data issued by Alibaba [28],
more than 75% of tasks exhibit dependency.

However, many prior studies mostly focus on independent
task offloading [29], [30], [31], [32], [33]. Such offloading,
due to unreasonable processing compositor, may be trapped by
unexpected processing delay and large transfer traffic overhead
in practice. Considering that, several works study task offloading
with sequential dependency [34] or concurrent dependency [35].
Since these studies greatly simplified complicated generalized
dependencies, they cannot reflect practical general dependent
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traits. Furthermore, few works use directed acyclic graphs
(DAGs) to construct general task dependency [8], [36], [37].
Unfortunately, these works consider dependent task offloading
under deterministic system-side information, which is hard to
implement in the real world where the system-side information
is difficult to obtain.

To achieve efficient dependent task offloading in edge com-
puting with the unknown system-side information, there remain
three key challenges. First, task dependency causes the require-
ments of the logical precedence and data transfer among tasks,
which highly couples offloading decision-making and leads to
NP-hard dependent task offloading. Second, dependent task
offloading incurs additional transmission energy consumption
for the UD, but the UD’s energy consumption needs to follow
the long-term energy budget constraint. If the UD consumes
massive energy for current task offloading, the remaining energy
for offloading subsequent tasks will be less. Such long-term
local energy constraint restricts the short-term dependent task
offloading decisions. Third, the unknown system-side informa-
tion demands learning-based offloading, while task dependency
incapacitates the existing learning-based works as the works
fail to consider the impact of inherent task dependency on
learning-based offloading.

In this article, we investigate the extremely compelling but
much less studied problem of dependent task offloading in
edge computing with the unknown system-side information.
Our goal is to achieve the minimum application delay under
the long-term energy budget constraints of the UD. To address
the above-mentioned challenges, we first adopt a breadth-first-
search (BFS) method to decouple task dependency. To further
reduce the application delay, we optimize the BFS-based method
to categorize dependent tasks as different start ranks and end
ranks. Tasks in the same start rank have identical logical prece-
dence and can be offloaded concurrently. Then, we leverage a
Lyapunov optimization technique to construct a virtual energy
deficit queue, transferring the long-term dependent task offload-
ing problem to the online optimization problem. On this basis,
we propose a multi-armed bandit (MAB)-based learning algo-
rithm for dependent task offloading. The algorithm continuously
learns previously observed edge offloading performance for each
start rank and maintains the learning efficiency of tasks in the
same end rank. In this way, the algorithm enables to address
the unknown system-side information while emphasizing task
dependency in the learning-based task offloading.

The main contributions of this article are as follows:
� We investigate the dependent task offloading problem with

unknown system-side information. This problem accounts
for generalized task dependencies and unknown prior
knowledge of the system-side information, which is a rep-
resentative offloading scenario in practical edge comput-
ing. Then, we formalize the problem as a decision-making
optimization problem, where dependent tasks make of-
floading decisions to minimize application delay while
staying within the long-term UD’s energy budget.

� We propose a novel online learning-based dependent
task offloading algorithm, called OL-DTO. The algo-
rithm develops a breadth-first-search (BFS) method to

decouple task dependency and then leverages Lyapunov
optimization technique to transform the long-term offload-
ing decision-making problem into an online optimization
problem. In the online problem, the OL-DTO algorithm
utilizes multi-armed bandit (MAB) theory to address un-
known system-side information. With OL-DTO, depen-
dent tasks can be effectively offloaded to edge servers with-
out requiring system-side information, thereby achieving
low application delay under the long-term UD’s energy
constraints.

� We conduct a rigorous theoretical analysis of the OL-DTO
algorithm and presented an upper bound on its perfor-
mance. Furthermore, we conduct extensive experiments
across multiple offloading scenarios using real-world ap-
plications and measurements. The results demonstrate that
the proposed algorithm outperforms other algorithms in
terms of application delay, local energy consumption, and
learning regret, under varying task delays and learning
times.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section II
presents the related works. Section III presents the system mod-
els and problem formulation, followed by the online learning-
based algorithm for dependent task offloading in Section IV. In
Section V, we present the performance evaluation, followed by
the conclusion in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORKS

Task offloading is a central theme in edge computing. Many
prior studies [13], [14], [15], [16], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42],
[43], [44], [45], [46] have considered when/how to offload
computing-intensive tasks from local UDs to powerful edge
servers, with the goal of minimizing the task delay, energy
consumption and so forth. These works generally rely on de-
terministic system-side information to make offloading deci-
sions. However, the information is difficult to obtain due to
complicated wireless networks and multiple service providers
in practical edge computing scenarios.

To address the unknown system-side information, several
works have proposed learning-based approaches [19], [29],
[47], [48], [49], [50], [51], [52]. The learning-based approaches
construct satisfactory offloading strategies through continuous
observations, learning and update. Considering unknown server
processing speed and cellular data rate, the authors in [19] design
a decentralized user-initiated task offloading approach, where
users make offloading decisions based on historical observation
of edge offloading performance to optimize user rewards in
dynamic task placement scenario. In [29], the authors inves-
tigate a deep reinforcement learning method to minimize the
energy consumption under task delay constraints by optimizing
computing resources, power, and subcarrier allocation under an
unknown offloading environment. In [47], the authors develop
a decentralized calibrated contextual bandit learning algorithm.
The algorithm enables users to learn task computational delay
and make offloading decisions without peer-to-peer information
exchange among micro base stations, aiming at minimizing the
long-term average task delay of all users. In [48], the authors
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propose the deep reinforcement learning-based algorithm to
cope with a dynamic-channel single-user multiedge-server MEC
system, which achieves a near-optimal offloading solution after
enough learning by jointly optimizing transmission duration and
computation workloads. In [49], the authors take into account
time-varying network dynamics and derive deep reinforcement
learning-based solutions for edge server selection, cooperative
offloading, and handover cost, with the goal of minimizing the
computation task delay cost. The authors in [50] investigate an
auction-based cluster federated learning approach in a mobile
edge computing system, where data owners enable to conduct
model training without sending their raw data to third-party
servers. In this way, data privacy in an edge computing sys-
tem can be greatly enhanced. The authors in [51] study a
reinforcement learning-based task offloading scheme for edge-
enable sensor networks. This scheme utilizes reinforcement
learning to solve task-offloading problems, so as to minimize
latency and energy consumption. The authors in [52] design a
blockchain-based framework for ensuring secure task offloading
in MEC systems, while staying low execution delay and energy
consumption. In the framework, a deep reinforcement learning-
based algorithm is proposed to find out the close-optimal task
offloading decision.

Unfortunately, the learning-based approaches cannot be ap-
plied to dependent task offloading directly as the inherent task
dependency is neglected in the approaches. Task dependency
refers to logical precedence and data transfer among tasks,
which can be divided into three categories, i.e., sequential de-
pendency, concurrent dependency, and general dependency [1].
The former two dependencies as a special case, greatly simplify
the impact of task dependency on offloading and hence are
adopted in many works. For example, the authors in [34], [53]
consider sequential task dependency, where one task is assumed
to have only one preceding task and one subsequent task; and
the authors in [35], [54] consider concurrent task dependency,
where tasks are assumed to have no data transfer and can be
processed simultaneously. Since real-world applications mostly
have complicated general dependency, few works [8], [9], [10],
[36], [37] leverage DAGs to construct the task dependency. The
authors in [8] propose a dependent task offloading framework
for multiple applications in a cloud-edge collaborative system.
In this framework, the terminal user aims to improve the user ex-
perience quality by adaptively offloading computation tasks with
generalized dependency constraints to cloud or edge computing
servers for processing. The authors in [36] construct a DAG for
all current dependent tasks and propose the optimization goal
of minimizing the task deadline violation rate. Based on this
optimization goal, they designed a task scheduling algorithm
that supports multiple priorities. This algorithm determines the
optimal execution order of tasks by introducing multiple task
priority indicators to prioritize task collaboration. The authors
in [37] design a task dependency model by integrating task
offloading decisions and data transmission relationships. Based
on the generalized dependency relationship between tasks, they
propose an optimization problem with task offloading, drone
trajectory, and resource allocation decisions as variables. By de-
coupling the above optimization problem into two sub-problems

Fig. 1. System illustration. A UD makes offloading decisions to determine
which edge servers should be selected for dependent task processing in edge
computing with unknown system-side information.

and solving them separately, low-energy dependent task offload-
ing is achieved.

The authors in [9] consider a dependent task offloading prob-
lem to minimize the overall application execution cost. The au-
thors in [10] propose an energy-efficient dependent computation
offloading problem for the minimum energy consumption. Yet,
the above-mentioned works consider task dependency as a con-
straint in their optimization problems but do not derive a solution
to decouple the dependency. Furthermore, these works rely on
deterministic system-side information to assist the offloading
decision-making and hence are hard to implement in practical
edge computing scenarios where the system-side information is
difficult to obtain.

Different from the existing studies, this work considers a
problem of dependent task offloading in edge computing with
unknown system-side information, and we propose innovative
solutions to the unique problem. To the best of our knowledge,
this problem has not been studied in the existing literature.

III. SYSTEM MODELS AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

We consider an edge computing system that consists of a
set of edge servers M = {1, ...,M} and a UD, as presented
in Fig. 1. The UD operates computing-intensive applications,
and each application can be partitioned into multiple dependent
tasks N = {1, ..., N}. In the edge computing system with the
unknown system-side information, the UD makes offloading
decisions to determine which edge servers should be selected
for processing the tasks, aiming at minimizing the application
delay under the long-term energy budget of the UD. Due to
the heterogeneous nature of edge servers [55], the delay and
energy consumption of the same task vary on different edge
servers. Note that the first task (i.e., task 0) and the last task (i.e.,
task N + 1) are typically processed on the local UD to trigger
the application and receive the computation results [9]. Such
local processing is irrelevant to the offloading decision-making,
and hence we do not consider the impact on task delay and
energy consumpton in this article. Main notations are illustrated
in Table I.

A. Task Dependency Model

Task dependency refers to the logical precedence and data
transfer among tasks, i.e., a task requires the outputs from the
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TABLE I
MAIN NOTATIONS

preceding tasks, and its output needs to be fed into multiple
subsequent tasks [9], [27]. For example, the “classification”
tasks in a face recognition application rely on the outputs of the
“feature extraction” tasks to complete classification. To illustrate
such task dependency, we introduce a DAG [56], where N
denotes the task set, and (Vi, n) represents the directed edge set.
The directed edge set indicates that taskn ∈ N can be processed
after completing its preceding tasks ∀i ∈ Vi; besides, when task
n and task i are offloaded to different edge servers, the output
of task i needs to be transferred to the edge server selected by
task n. Without loss of generality, we assume that the tasks from
the same application have the dependency, while the tasks from
different applications are independent of each other [10].

B. Delay Model

1) Transmission Delay: It is comprised of transfer delay and
access delay. On the one hand, the outputs of preceding tasks
are transferred to the edge server m that is selected by the
current taskn through edge-to-edge connections (e.g., local-area
network). The transfer incurs the transfer delay of T trf

m,n, which
relies on the hop distance along the shortest communication
path [24]. Note that there is no transfer delay when the same edge
server is selected by the current task and its preceding tasks. On
the other hand, dependent task offloading produces access delay,
which is determined by the task size and wireless transmission
rate. When task n is offloaded from the UD to edge serverm, the
access delay is given by T acc

m,n = bn/rm, where bn indicates the
task size (in bits) and rm denotes transmission rate (in Mbps)
of edge server m. The transmission rate is dependent on the
signal to interference plus noise power ratio (SINR) between the
UD and the selected edge server, rm = Bm log2(1 + SINR),
where Bm represents the bandwidth of edge server m, SINR is
primarily determined by various factors such as the transmission
rate, channel bandwidth, channel gain, transmission power, and
noise power between the UD and edge server m, respectively.

We assume that the processes of the data transfer and ac-
cess are concurrent, then the transmission delay is denoted as
T trans
m,n = max{T trf

m,n, T
acc
m,n}.

2) Processing Delay: After a task has been transmitted to
the selected edge server, the server will process the task with a
specified processing speed. The processing delay is decided by
task computation workload and edge processing speed. Let cn
denote the computation workload (in required CPU cycles) of
task n, and fm denotes the processing speed (in CPU frequency)
of edge server m. Accordingly, the processing delay of task n is
expressed as T pro

m,n = cn/fm.
Combining the transmission delay and processing delay, we

obtain the total delay of task n, which is given by:

T (n) = T trans
m,n + T pro

m,n. (1)

Note that the system-side information, such as the transmission
rate of rm and the processing speed of fm, is unknown to the UD
in dependent task offloading [19]. Thus, the UD is incapable of
obtaining the transmission delay and the processing delay. As a
result, the task delay in (1) is unsolved. Without the delay, the
UD has no prior knowledge of which edge server performs best
(with the minimum task delay). Accordingly, an edge server
with poor offloading performance (i.e., large task delay) may
be selected. To address the issue, we propose to learn the edge
offloading performance (e.g., task delay) to facilitate dependent
task offloading in edge computing with the unknown system-side
information (see details in Section IV).

C. Problem Formulation

Given a set of edge servers and dependent tasks, we denote a
binary variable xn

m ∈ {0, 1} as the offloading decision of task n.
When xn

m = 1, task n is offloaded to edge server m; otherwise,
edge server m is not selected by task n. A feasible offloading
solution needs to satisfy the following constraints.

1) Task Dependency Constraint: Recall the DAG defined in
Section III-A, a task can be processed after its overall preceding
tasks are completed. On this basis, we specify the start time of
each task before making offloading decisions. Denote T start

n as
the start time of task n, requiring

T start
n = max

i∈Vi

{T start
i + T (i)}, n ∈ N . (2)

2) Long-Term Local Energy Budget: When a UD offloads
task n to the selected edge server, it consumes energy for
transmission, denoted as E(n). This energy consumption is
determined by both the transmission power and access delay.
Specifically, when taskn is offloaded from the UD to edge server
m, the transmission energy consumption can be expressed as
E(n) = Pm,nT

acc
m,n, wherePm,n denotes the transmission power

required for offloading task n to edge server m. Constrained by
the UD’s long-term energy budget ofE, the transmission energy
consumption needs to satisfy:∑

n∈N
E(n) ≤ E. (3)

3) Limited Edge Computation Resources: Suppose that task
n consumes cn edge computation resources for processing, the
computation resources Um of edge server m should satisfy:∑

n∈Nm

cn ≤ Um,m ∈ M. (4)
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where Nm is the task set selecting edge server m concurrently.
4) Offloading Decision Constraint: To maintain task conti-

nuity [24], each task can only be offloaded to exactly one edge
server for processing. Thus,∑

m∈M
xn
m = 1, n ∈ N . (5)

Under the constraints of (2) through (5), the UD makes task
offloading decisions to determine which edge servers should
be selected for processing the current tasks, aiming at the
minimum application delay. Let xxx = {xn

m, ∀n ∈ N ,m ∈ M}
represent the offloading decisions of overall tasks, and denote
the application delay as T = maxn∈N {T start

n + T (n)}. Due to
the unknown system-side information, the UD can only observe
i.i.d. random application delay [19]. As such, we formulate the
dependent task offloading problem as follows:

P1 : min
xxx

E{T}, (6)

s.t. (2)−(5).

It is non-trivial to solve P1 directly. The reasons are that
i) the offloading decision-making is highly coupled with task
dependency. Such dependent task offloading has been proved
to be NP-hard even in simplified scenarios [56]; ii) the long-
term energy constraint of the UD restricts the short-term task
offloading decisions. iii) the unknown system-side information
demands learning-based offloading, while task dependency hin-
ders continuous learning and thus incapacitates the existing
learning-based algorithms. To tame these challenges, we design
an efficient online learning-based algorithm by jointly consid-
ering task dependency and unknown system-side information
under the long-term energy budget constraint of the UD. In the
following section, we will present our algorithm in detail.

IV. ONLINE LEARNING-BASED ALGORITHM FOR DEPENDENT

TASK OFFLOADING

In this section, we first adopt a BFS method to decouple task
dependency, then we transfer the long-term offloading problem
to an online optimization problem via leveraging the Lyapunov
optimization technique. On this basis, we propose the OL-DTO
algorithm based on the MAB theory. The algorithm enables to
address the unknown system-side information and is augmented
by task dependency awareness. At last, we derive the perfor-
mance results for the proposed algorithm.

A. Decouple Task Dependency

We decouple task dependency based on the DAG. Taking a
real-world Gaussian elimination application [56] as an instance,
its DAG with four matrixes is depicted in Fig. 2(a). Each circle
represents a task, and the directed edges reflect the logical
precedence and the data transfer among tasks (i.e., dependency).
In the DAG, tasks 1 to 7 need to be traversed exactly once
under the task dependency constraints. Note that task 0 and
task 8 are the first and last tasks that are processed on local
UD and we do not account for them. These features enable
the accommodation of breadth-first-search (BFS) algorithm over

Fig. 2. Task dependency.

Fig. 3. Concurrent-enhanced task offloading.

the DAG [54], so that we can retrieve the task offloading order
by recording the search path. In this way, task dependency is
decoupled as a sequential relationship as shown in Fig. 2(b).
Such a relationship is straightforward as one task is assumed
to have only one preceding task and one subsequent task. In the
sequential task offloading, we obtain the GE application’s delay,
i.e., the total delay of all tasks.

To further reduce the application delay, we optimize the BFS
method and propose a concurrent-enhanced dependency decou-
ple algorithm, as presented in Algorithm 1. In the algorithm, we
determine start ranks and end ranks for tasks in the application,
so that we can ascertain at which ranks the tasks can be processed
and need to be completed. To achieve this, we first recognize the
tasks with zero preceding tasks currently as the same start rank
for the guarantee of logical precedence across ranks. The results
are presented in Fig. 3(a). Yet, we observe from Fig. 3(a) that
task 4 can be processed after tasks 1, 2, and 3 are all completed,
while task 4 is independent of tasks 2 and 3 as shown in Fig. 2(a).
Thus, we then need to determine the tasks’ end ranks to further
enhance concurrent task offloading. To this end, we adjust the
rank order for the tasks that have no dependency on the tasks
in their subsequent ranks. Such adjustment does not change the
number of ranks. The corresponding results are presented in
Fig. 3(b). Note that the results indicate the maximum end ranks
as the tasks may be completed before the ranks. Combining
Fig. 3(a) and (b), we summarize the start rank and the maximum
end rank of tasks in the GE application with four matrixes in
Table II.

Aiming to ascertaining the actual end ranks for tasks, we
introduce rank delay as follows. Note that end ranks refers to
the actual end ranks in our work. For a specific rank α ∈ A,
its delay is determined by two aspects. One aspect is the delay
performed by the tasks of which the start ranks and end ranks
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TABLE II
START AND END RANKS OF TASKS IN THE GE APPLICATION

are both the same as rank α. Thus, the tasks can be completed
in the single rank, and we denote the delay as T one

α . The other
aspect is the delay conducted by the tasks of which the start
ranks are different with rank α while the end ranks are the same
as rank α. In this case, the tasks are processed across multiple
ranks, and we denote the delay as Tmul

α . Furthermore, we define
the remaining ranks (not the start and end ranks) that tasks go
through as the middle ranks of the tasks. For example, rank 2
is the middle rank of task 3 in Table II. If the delay of a task
is smaller than all the ranks’ delay between the start rank and a
middle rank, the middle rank will be replaced by the task’s end
rank. Guided by this, we enable the acquisition of start ranks
and (actual) end ranks for all tasks. Then, we denote the tasks of
which the start ranks, middle ranks and end ranks are rank α as
N sta

α , Nmid
α , and N end

α , respectively. Let αs
n represent the start

rank of task n. Thus, we have

T one
α = max{T (n), ∀n ∈ N sta

α &n ∈ N end
α }, (7)

Tmul
α = max{T (n)−

α−1∑
i=αs

n

T (i), ∀n /∈ N sta
α &n ∈ N end

α }.

(8)

Accordingly, we obtain the delay of rank α as

T (α) = max{T one
α , Tmul

α }. (9)

Tasks make offloading decisions in the start ranks, denoting
xαααm as the offloading decision set of tasks which start ranks are
rank α. Guided by Algorithm 1, we obtain the application delay
that is the total delay of overall ranks, i.e.,T =

∑A
α=1 E{T (α)}.

We decouple P1 as follows:

P2 : min
xααα
m

1

A

A∑
α=1

E{T (α)}, (10)

s.t. (2)−(5).

A major challenge for solving P2 is that the long-term energy
constraint of the UD shown in (3) hinders the derivation of
offloading decisions.

Computational complexity. Finding out the task with zero
preceding task in line 5 incurs O(N) computational complexity.
After adding these tasks to the start rank queue, we need to
update the dependency by deleting the directed edges of the
tasks in the start rank queue. The corresponding computational
complexity of the update is O(Ve), where Ve is the number of
directed edges in the DAG. Additionally, finding out the tasks
that are independent with the overall tasks in the subsequent
start ranks in line 11 incurs O(N2) computational complex-
ity. Then, we need to adjust and update the end rank for the

Algorithm 1: Concurrent-Enhanced Dependency Decouple
Algorithm.

Input: DAG.
Output: Rank queue.
1: Phase 1: Initialization
2: Set a start rank queue as zero.
3: Set an end rank queue as zero.
4: Determine the dependency and the number of preceding

tasks for each task based on the DAG.
5: Phase 2: Start Rank Determination
6: Find out the tasks with zero preceding task.
7: Add the tasks to the start rank queue.
8: Update the task dependency and number of preceding

tasks.
9: Back to line 5 for iteration until each task can be found

in the start rank queue.
10: Phase 3: End Rank Determination
11: Find out the tasks that are independent with the overall

tasks in the subsequent start ranks.
12: Update the end ranks of the tasks by moving the tasks

from their start ranks to the subsequent ranks.
13: Back to line 11 for iteration until the tasks have

dependency with at least one tasks in the subsequent
end ranks.

14: Compare the task delay and rank delay between the
start rank and the middle rank.

15: Replace the middle ranks as the end ranks when the
task delay is smaller than the rank delay.

tasks, which incursO(N) computational complexity. At last, the
comparison between task delay and rank delay incurs O(NA)
computational complexity, where A =| A | is the number of
ranks. Therefore, the computational complexity of Algorithm 1
is O(Ve +N2 +NA).

B. Online Problem Transformation

To address the long-term energy constraint, we leverage the
Lyapunov optimization technique [57] to transfer P2 to an online
optimization problem. To achieve this, we construct a virtual
energy deficit queue, representing a historical measurement of
the exceeded UD’s energy consumption. The energy deficit
queue of rank α is defined as:

Q(α) = max{Q(α− 1) + E(α)− Ē(α), 0}, (11)

where E(α) =
∑

n∈N sta
α

E(n) represents the energy consump-
tion of rank α as tasks are transmitted to edge servers in the start
ranks, Ē(α) = ENsta

α /N is the UD’s energy budget of rank
α, where Nsta

α =| N sta
α | is the number of tasks of which start

ranks are rank α. Additionally, the initial deficit queue Q(0) is
set as zero.

Combining the energy deficit queue with P2, we utilize the
Lyapunov drift-plus-penalty framework to formulate the follow-
ing online dependent task offloading problem:

P3 : min
xααα
m

V T (α) + E(α)Q(α), (12)
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Algorithm 2: Online Transformation Algorithm.

s.t. (2), (4), (5),

where V is a positive control parameter to balance the applica-
tion delay and local energy consumption, and Q(α) guides the
real-time local energy consumption. A larger deficit queueQ(α)
indicates less remaining local energy, the UD then intends to
reduce its energy consumption. By this means, an online energy
adjustment can be realized in P3. For ease of exposition, we
define Φ(α) � V T (α) + E(α)Q(α).

An online problem transformation algorithm is presented in
Algorithm 2, which transfers the long-term offloading problem
P2 to an online optimization problem P3. However, we empha-
size that even with the proposed Algorithm 2, solving P3 is still
not straightforward as the system-side information is unknown,
making it difficult to acquire T (α) and energy consumption
E(α) for different offloading decisions. Therefore, we need to
explore learning-based solutions to develop an online algorithm
that can efficiently solve this problem. In the next subsection,
we will discuss this approach in more detail.

C. Learning-Based Solutions

In this subsection, we propose a learning-based solution to
address the unknown system-side information. To achieve this,
we formulate P3 as an MAB problem [58], where a UD acts
as the “gambler,” and edge servers perform as “arms.” The UD
makes offloading decisions based on the historical observations
of edge offloading performance. In such offloading, the UD
selects either a new edge server (i.e., exploration) or the optimal
edge server up to now (i.e., exploitation) for processing subse-
quent tasks. It is crucial for learning-based algorithms to achieve
the balance between exploration and exploitation. The reasons
are that excessive exploration slows down the convergence and
causes degraded offloading performance, while exaggerated ex-
ploitation inevitably abandons potential better edge servers and
is easily trapped by poor offloading decisions.

Although the existing MAB algorithms (e.g., UCB [58])
achieve well-balanced exploration and exploitation through con-
tinuous learning, the algorithms cannot be directly applied to
dependent task offloading. Recall Section IV-A, where depen-
dent tasks are categorized into different ranks. On the one

hand, tasks in the same start rank are offloaded concurrently
and cannot learn the edge offloading performance from each
other’s offloading. This hence hampers continuous learning
for tasks in learning-based algorithms. On the other hand, if
we implement a learning-based algorithm for each start rank,
continuous learning can be satisfied but the learning efficiency
will be greatly impaired. This is because the start rank cannot
reflect the end ranks of tasks, impeding the update of edge
offloading performance in time. Despite taking end ranks into
account, the UD has to randomly select a task in the end rank
for the update, while the update neglects the effects of most
tasks’ offloading in the same end rank on the learning efficiency.
Furthermore, when tasks are offloaded to different edge servers,
the preceding tasks’ outputs will be transferred between the
neighboring ranks. Large transfer data adversely impacts the
application delay. In this case, the learning-based algorithm
demands exploitation rather than exploration to speed up the al-
gorithm’s convergence. Since the existing MAB algorithms fail
to properly tackle the above-mentioned issues, the exploration-
exploitation problem will be exacerbated in dependent task
offloading.

Motivated by the limitations of the existing algorithms, we
propose the OL-DTO algorithm, as presented in Algorithm 3.
The algorithm enables to address the unknown system-side
information and is augmented by task dependency awareness.
Specifically, tasks are offloaded to the edge servers based on the
historical edge offloading performance observations of start rank
α, the edge offloading performance in rank α is then updated ac-
cording to the offloading decisions of overall tasks of which the
end rank is rankα. In this way, the OL-DTO algorithm maintains
continuous learning for each start rank while emphasizing the
learning efficiency of tasks in the same end rank. Moreover,
we introduce a dependency factor into the algorithm to avoid
unnecessary exploration. Overall, the OL-DTO algorithm is
extremely different from the existing algorithms and is capable
of dependent task offloading.

The OL-DTO algorithm consists of two phases, i.e., the
initialization phase (lines 1−3) and the learning while offloading
phase (lines 4−22). In the initialization phase, we set the initial
task delay, energy consumption, and energy deficit queue as zero.
Besides, we denote Kα

m as the selected times of edge server m
up to rank α and define Φ̄α

m =
∑i=α

i=1 Φ(α)/Kα
m. Both Kα

m and
Φ̄α

m are defaulted as zero when ‘learning while offloading’ is
not implemented. In the ‘learning while offloading’ phase, we
first decouple task dependency through Algorithm 1. Then, we
transfer the long-term offloading problem to the online optimiza-
tion problem via Algorithm 2. Following that, the UD makes
offloading decisions for dependent tasks based on the previously
observed edge offloading performance. Let ξnα represent the
selected edge server for processing task n in start rank α. Each
edge server will be selected at least once to observe its offload-
ing performance (i.e., lines 7−10). Note that only noisy edge
offloading performance can be observed due to the complicated
wireless environment and varying computation workloads [19],
[22]. For this reason, we introduce an index function to estimate
the edge offloading performance after each edge server has been
selected once. Given task n in start rank α, the index function
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Algorithm 3: OL-DTO Algorithm.

of edge server m is presented as:

Ψn
m = Φ̄α−1

m −
√

β(1− õn) lnα

(1− δm)Kα−1
m

, (13)

where parameter β is used to adjust the weight of exploration.
The dependency factor of õn ∈ [0, 1] is the normalized trans-
ferred data of task n. A larger dependency factor facilitates ex-
ploitation to avoid large transfer delay. Additionally, we denote
δm ∈ (0, 1) as the observation variance of edge server m, which
can be reasonably inferred based on historical measurements
and experimental results [26], [59]. A larger variance indicates
larger offloading uncertainties and thus needs more exploration.
We assume that the variance is no less than the dependency factor
as the variance affects both the application delay and the local
energy consumption.

Accordingly, task n in start rank α is offloaded to edge server
ξnα based on the index-based minimum value research:

ξnα = arg min
m∈M

Ψn
m. (14)

When overall tasks in start rank α are offloaded to the selected
edge servers, we update Φ̄α

m based on the tasks of which the end
ranks are α:

Φ̄α
m =

∑
n∈N end

α

Φ̄α−1
m Kα−1

m +Φn
m

Kα−1
m + I{ξnα = m} ,m = 1, ...,M, (15)

where I{x} is an indicator function. When event x is true,
I{x} = 1; otherwise, I{x} = 0. Recall the task offloading deci-
sion of xn

m in Section III-C, Φn
m = V T (xn

m) + E(xn
m)Q(xn

m).
Correspondingly, we update the selected times of edge server m
up to rank α as follows:

Kα
m = Kα−1

m +
∑

n∈N end
α

I{ξnα = m},m = 1, ...,M. (16)

Note that the OL-DTO algorithm is augmented by task de-
pendency awareness. Specifically, guided by the tasks’ start
ranks and end ranks, it maintains continuous learning for each
start rank while emphasizing the learning efficiency of tasks in
the same end rank; besides, the dependency factor speeds up
the algorithm’s convergence. Thus, the algorithm achieves the
balance between exploration and exploitation in learning-based
dependent task offloading.

Computational complexity. Line 14 calculates the index value
for edge servers, the computational complexity is O(M). Line
15 shows a minimum value-seeking problem, occupyingO(M).
The update behaviors, such as line 18 and 19, have a computa-
tional complexity O(1). Therefore, we conclude that the com-
putational complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(M) for processing
a single task. Based on this, we obtain the total computational
complexity is O(NM).

D. Performance Analysis

In this subsection, we analyze the performance of OL-DTO
algorithm on application delay and local energy consumption.

We first derive the following theorem to illustrate the perfor-
mance gap of Algorithm 1.

Theorem 1. Let xαααdd be the concurrent-enhanced dependency-
decoupled offloading decisions of tasks in rank α, which is
performed by Algorithm 1. We obtain:

1

A

A∑
α=1

E{T (xαααdd)} ≤ T opt
p1

+Aε, (17)

where T opt
p1

denotes the optimal task delay of P1, and ε is the
maximum delay gap among tasks in a single end rank.

Proof. Algorithm 1 decouples task dependency by determin-
ing the tasks’ start ranks and end ranks. Specifically, the tasks
are transmitted to edge servers in the start rank and need to be
completed in the end rank. Guided by this, the application delay
can be presented by the sum of end ranks’ delay. For a specific
end rank, the delay is the maximum delay of tasks in the end
rank. Since the tasks in the end rank may not be completed
simultaneously, we denote ε as the maximum delay gap among
the tasks for a single end rank. Thus, we acquire the delay gap
for A ranks between P1 and P2 is Aε.

Furthermore, the tasks are transmitted to edge servers in start
ranks and generate local transmission energy consumption. For
a specific start rank, the energy consumption is the sum energy
consumption of tasks in the start rank, which is irrelevant to the
rank partition. Therefore, there is no energy consumption gap
between P1 and P2.

We then analyze learning regret. Denote the learning regret
of edge server m as θm = νm − ν∗, where νm = E{Φn

m} and
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ν∗ = min{νm, ∀m ∈ M}. As such, the total learning regret for
A ranks is expressed as:

Θ =

M∑
m=1

KA
mθm, (18)

of which the upper bound is presented in the following theorems.
Theorem 2. The upper bound of the learning regret performed

by the OL-DTO algorithm is:

Θ ≤
M∑

m=1

(
8 lnA

θm
+ θm +

θm
3
π2

)
. (19)

Proof. Based on the analysis in [58], we derive the learning
regret of the OL-DTO Algorithm by bounding KA

m. To this end,
we define that each edge server has been selected once after Mr

ranks. Suppose τ is a positive integer, we obtain

KA
m = 1 +

A∑
α=Mr

xαααm ≤ τ +

A∑
α=Mr

{xαααm,Kα−1
m ≥ τ}

≤ τ +
A∑

α=Mr

{
Φ̄Kα−1∗∗ −

√
β(1− õn) ln (α− 1)

(1− δm)Kα−1∗

≥ Φ̄Kα−1
m

m −
√

β(1− õn) ln (α− 1)

(1− δm)Kα−1
m

,Kα−1
m ≥ τ

}

≤ τ +

A∑
α=Mr

{
max
0<s<α

Φ̄s
∗ −

√
β(1− õn) ln (α− 1)

(1− δm)s

≥ min
τ≤sm≤α

Φ̄sm
m −

√
β(1− õn) ln (α− 1)

(1− δm)sm

}

≤ τ +

∞∑
α=1

α−1∑
s=1

α−1∑
sm=τ

{
Φ̄s

∗ −
√

β(1− õn) lnα

(1− δm)s

≥ Φ̄sm
m −

√
β(1− õn) lnα

(1− δm)sm

}
. (20)

When Φ̄s
∗ −

√
β(1−õn) lnα
(1−δm)s ≥ Φ̄sm

m −
√

β(1−õn) lnα
(1−δm)sm

is satisfied,
at least one of the following inequalities must hold [58]:

Φ̄s
∗ ≥ ν∗ +

√
β(1− õn) lnα

(1− δm)s
, (21)

Φ̄sm
m ≤ νm −

√
β(1− õn) lnα

(1− δm)sm
, (22)

ν∗ > νm − 2

√
β(1− õn) lnα

(1− δm)sm
. (23)

On this basis, we investigate the rationality of In (21) through
(23). From (23), we derive that sm < 4β(1−õn) lnα

(1−δm)(θm)2 . Additionally,
we noticed that τ ≤ sm < αbased on the definition of (20). If we
arbitrarily give ∀τ = � 4β(1−õn) lnα

(1−δm)(θm)2 	, then sm ≥ 4β(1−õn) lnα
(1−δm)(θm)2 .

Clearly, the conclusion contradicts the former one from (23). As
such, we recognize that the (23) is illegal.

Next, we analysis the expressions (21) and (22) based on
Chernoff-Hoeffding bound.

P

{
Φ̄s

∗ ≥ ν∗ +

√
β(1− õn) lnα

(1− δm)s

}
≤ α−β2( 1−̃on

1−δm
)2 . (24)

P

{
Φ̄sm

m ≤ νm −
√

β(1− õn) lnα

(1− δm)sm

}
≤ α−β2( 1−̃on

1−δm
)2 . (25)

Given β = 2, based on the above analysis, we obtain:

E(KA
m) ≤ � 8(1− õn) lnA

(1− δm)(θm)2
	+

∞∑
α=1

α−1∑
s=1

α−1∑
sm=τ

2α−4( 1−̃on
1−δm

)2 .

≤ 8(1− õn) lnA

(1− δm)(θm)2
+ 1 +

∞∑
α=1

α∑
s=1

α∑
sm=1

2α−4

≤ 8 lnA

(θm)2
+ 1 +

π2

3
. (26)

Above all, we obtain the upper bound of the learning regret,
which is denoted as follows:

Θ ≤
M∑

m=1

(
8 lnA

θm
+ θm +

θm
3
π2

)
. (27)

Based on the bound, we further analyze the performance of
the OL-DTO algorithm on the application delay and local energy
consumption under the Lyapunov framework.

Theorem 3. Let xαααol be online learning-based offloading de-
cisions of tasks in rank α, which is performed by Algorithm 3.
Given a positive control parameter V , we obtain:

1

A

A∑
α=1

E{T (xαααol)} ≤ T opt +
1

V

(
Q+

Θ

A
+ ε

)
, (28)

1

A

A∑
α=1

E{Q(xαααol)} ≤ 1

η

(
V (Tmax

sys − T opt) +Q+
Θ

A

)
,

(29)

where T opt = 1
A

∑A
α=1 E{T (xααα∗ )} denotes the delay under the

optimal solution of xααα∗ to P2. However, the optimal solution
is hard to obtain in practical edge computing since it relies on
the deterministic system-side information and long-term UD’s
energy consumption. Additionally, Q = 1

2 (E
max − Ē(α))2,

Emax and Tmax
sys are the maximum local energy consumption

and delay that tasks in a rank can tolerate, respectively.
Proof. We introduce a quadratic Lyapunov function to mea-

sure the “size” of an energy deficit queue [57], which is defined
asL(Q(α)) � 1

2Q
2(α). A larger function reflects less remaining

UD’s energy for subsequent ranks. Then, we introduce a one-slot
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conditional Lyapunov drift as

Δ(Q(α)) � E{L(Q(α+ 1))− L(Q(α))}

≤ E{1
2
Q2(α+ 1)− 1

2
Q2(α)}

≤ E{Q(α)(E(α)− Ē(α))}+Q, (30)

Based on Theorem 4.5 in [57], we present the two lemmas:
Lemma 1. Give an arbitrary positive parameter λ, there is a

stationary and randomized offloading decision set xαααΠ for P2,

E{T (xαααΠ)} ≤ T opt + λ, (31)

E{E(xαααΠ)− Ē(xαααΠ)} ≤ λ. (32)

Lemma 2. Exist a positive parameter η, there is a offloading
decision set xαααγ for P2 that satisfies the following expressions:

E{T (xαααγ )} = χ(η), (33)

E{E(xαααγ )− Ē(xαααγ )} ≤ −η. (34)

Based on Lemma 1, we derive the following inequalities:

Δ(Q(xαααol)) + V E{T (xαααol)} ≤ V (T opt + λ) +Q+Θα + ε,
(35)

where Θα is the learning regret of rank α. Then, we obtain the
optimality gap on the application delay by summing (35) overall
ranks, dividing V A on each side, and letting λ go to zero. We
have

1

A

A∑
α=1

E{T (xαααol)} ≤ T opt +
1

V

(
Q+

Θ

A
+ ε

)
. (36)

Following this, we bound the long-term energy deficit queue
of the UD. Based on Lemma 2, we derive:

Δ(Q(xαααol)) + V E{T (xαααol)} ≤ V χ(η)− ηQ(xαααol) +Q+Θα.
(37)

We sum the above (37) over α ∈ {1, ..., A} and divides Aη
on each side. We obtain

1

A

A∑
α=1

E{Q(xαααol)} ≤ 1

η

(
V (Tmax

sys − T opt) +Q+
Θ

A

)
.

(38)
From Theorem 3, we find that an [O(1/V ), O(V )] trade-off

exists between the application delay and the local energy con-
sumption. When V tends to ∞, the minimum application delay
can be achieved at the price of a large UD’s energy violation.
By rationally adjusting the control parameter V , the OL-DTO
algorithm can realize the well-balanced application delay and
local energy consumption.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The simulation experiments are run on Dev-C++ 5.11 and
Matlab R2014a hosted by a PC with an Intel i7 2.5 GHz
CPU, and 16 GB RAM. We evaluate the performance of our
proposed algorithm using real-world applications (from [56])
and real measurements (from [60]) under varying task number,
DAG structures, online control parameters, and online learning
factors.

TABLE III
PARAMETERS SETTING

A. Evaluation Setup

We consider an MEC network consisting of 10 edge servers,
with several UDs generating dependent tasks, and the number of
tasksn varies between 30 and 220 [6]. We use the GE application
and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) application to generate the
real-world DAG structures [56]. Based on real measurements
in [60], the task size of bn is distributed in [500, 1500] Kb,
and the required CPU cycles of cn are drawn from [0.5, 1.5]
GHz; the edge processing speed of fm is distributed in [4, 8]
GHz, and the data transmission rate of rm is drawn from [9,
11] Mbps in 4G networks. Note that fm and rm are not prior
knowledge for UDs in edge computing with unknown system-
side information. A UD offloads its tasks to edge servers with
100 mW transmission power. Each task consumes un ∈ [0.5, 1]
computation resources for processing, and edge server m has
Um ∈ [2, 5] computation resources [19]. The transfer delay is
in (50, 100) ms. Additionally, we assume that the observation
variance of an edge server is distributed in [0.2, 0.3], and the
dependency factor is set in [0.1, 0.2]. The key parameters used
in the simulations are listed in Table III.

We further compare the performance of our proposed OL-
DTO algorithm with the following baselines:
� Local algorithm: Overall tasks are processed on the

resource-limited UD sequentially. The parameters (e.g.,
local processing capabilities) are set based on [9].

� Sequential algorithm: It is proposed in [26], where tasks are
assumed to have a sequential relationship and are offloaded
successively in the learning-based algorithm.

� Energy-myopic algorithm: A hard single-rank energy con-
straint is imposed for dependent task offloading, rather
than following the long-term energy budget constraint of
the UD. The Energy-myopic algorithm is widely used in
literature such as [61], [62] to perform as a baseline.

� UCB-D algorithm: It randomly chooses a task and updates
the rank’s edge offloading performance based on the se-
lected task’s offloading. The UCB-D algorithm formulates
the offloading decision-making problem as the index-based
minimum value research, and the index function is defined
as Φ̄α−1

m −√
β lnα/Kα−1

m [58].
� Optimal policy: It is performed by an omniscient oracle

with the deterministic system-side information and long-
term energy consumption [59]. The policy serves as an
ideal performance benchmark for our proposed algorithm.
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Fig. 4. Application delay under the (a) GE and (b) FFT.

Fig. 5. Local energy consumption under the (a) GE and (b) FFT.

B. Performance of Dependent Task Offloading

Fig. 4 depicts the application delay under the two DAG
structures, i.e., GE and FFT. Compared with GE, FFT has fewer
ranks for the same number of tasks (see [56] for more details).
Thus, more tasks in FFT can be processed concurrently, and
the application delay of FFT is smaller than that of GE. For
example, when there are 100 tasks, the application delay of
GE is 4.588, 6.639, 5.289, and 4.212 seconds performed by
the OL-DTO, Energy-myopic, UCB-D, and Optimal algorithms,
respectively; while the application delay of FFT is 3.931 4.866,
4.481, 3.421 seconds under the OL-DTO, Energy-myopic, UCB-
D, and Optimal algorithms, respectively. Besides, for 100 tasks,
it can be found that the proposed OL-DTO algorithm decreases
the application delay in GE by 96.71%, 80.76%, 30.89%, and
13.26% compared with the Local, Sequential, Energy-myopic,
and UCB-D algorithms, respectively. Fig. 5 depicts the local
energy consumption under the DAG structures of GE and FFT.
Particularly, when there are 100 tasks for the UCB-D algorithm,
its energy consumption in FFT is increased by 4.14% compared
to that in GE; while 0.74% under the Energy-myopic algorithm.
The reason is that the UCB-D algorithm has no dependency
awareness and demands more tasks to explore better edge
servers, while the Energy-myopic algorithm keeps low energy
consumption at the price of large application delay. Additionally,
tasks are processed sequentially under the Local and Sequential
algorithms, so that different DAG structures have no impact on

Fig. 6. Application delay and energy consumption.

Fig. 7. Application delay and learning regret of four algorithms.

their processing. The Optimal algorithm achieves low applica-
tion delay and energy consumption, but the algorithm is hard to
implement in the real world.

Fig. 6 presents the application delay and local energy con-
sumption when the UD operates both GE and FFT applications.
Here, the task number changes from 40 to 220. As shown in
Fig. 6, the OL-DTO algorithm achieves low application delay
and energy consumption. For example, with 200 tasks, the
OL-DTO algorithm reduces energy consumption by 97.79%,
86.71%, 26.50%, and 6.02% compared with the Local, Sequen-
tial, Energy-myopic, and UCB-D algorithms, respectively.

C. The Comparison of Learning-based Algorithms

Fig. 7 illustrates the application delay and learning regret of
the different learning-based algorithms. With the task number
increasing, all algorithms have increasing application delay
and learning regret. For the Sequential algorithm, its learning
times are equal to the task number, facilitating the algorithm’s
convergence; but the sequential offloading produces large appli-
cation delay in dependent task offloading. The Energy-myopic
algorithm follows the restricted single-rank energy constraint
and causes prolonged application delay. The UCB-D algorithm
is incapable of task dependency awareness and hence demands
more learning times to realize well-balanced exploration and
exploitation. It can be found that, when there are 100 tasks, the
OL-DTO algorithm decreases the application delay by about
34.10%, 16.92% and 4.07% compared with the Sequential,
Energy-myopic, and UCB-D algorithms, respectively; mean-
while the OL-DTO algorithm reduces the learning regret by
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Fig. 8. Impact of energy queue.

Fig. 9. Impact of parameter V .

about 82.31% and 82.64% compared with the Energy-myopic
and UCB-D algorithms, respectively.

D. The Impact of Different Parameters

1) Energy Deficit Queue: Fig. 8 depicts the impact of the
energy deficit queue on the average energy consumption. A
larger queue reflects more local energy violations. From the
6th to the 12th ranks, the UD consumes substantial amounts
of energy and enlarges the energy deficit queue. At the 14th
rank, the deficit queue adds up to 1.379 J. Guided by the queue,
the UD reduces energy consumption in the following ranks. In
this way, the energy deficit queue realizes online adjustments to
UD’s energy consumption, so that the long-term energy budget
can be guaranteed in dependent task offloading.

2) The Parameter V : Fig. 9 displays the average energy
deficit and application delay of the OL-DTO algorithm under
different values ofV . The results show that increasingV leads to
a reduction in application delay but an increase in energy deficit.
The control parameter V plays a crucial role in the Lyapunov
drift-plus-penalty framework by weighting the application de-
lay, which transforms the long-term optimization problem P2
into an online optimization problem P3. A higher value of
V indicates that the weighted sum of application delay and
control parameter V carries more weight in P3, leading to lower
application delay. Conversely, a lower value of V means that
energy consumption holds a higher proportion in P3, resulting
in less UD’s energy consumption but more application delay.
The simulation results of average application latency and energy
deficiency queue under different control parameter V align with
Theorem 3.

3) The Parameter β: Fig. 10 illustrates the impact of β on
application delay and learning regret. The parameter β is a
weighted factor of exploration in the online learning optimiza-
tion problem. A higher value of β is beneficial in avoiding
local optima but may slow down the offloading convergence.

Fig. 10. Impact of parameter β on the application delay and learning regret.

Conversely, a lower value of β leads to less exploration, which
can result in quick convergence but may overlook better edge
servers and lead to poor offloading decisions. Therefore, it is
crucial to strike a balance between exploration and exploitation
in learning-based algorithms. According to the simulation re-
sults, we can find that the OL-DTO algorithm tends to exploit
the optimal edge server without necessary exploration when
β = 0. This leads to higher application delay and learning regret.
Therefore, β is generally set as a positive value to explore
possible better edge servers. However, excessive exploration can
slow down the algorithm’s convergence and impairs offloading
efficiency. For example, β = 2× 10−2 produces more applica-
tion delay and learning regret than those of β = 2× 10−5. In our
simulation, we find that small explorations facilitate offloading
decision-making solutions.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, we have studied dependent task offloading
in edge computing with the unknown system-side information.
We have proposed an effective online learning-based algorithm
for dependent task offloading, which enables to address the
unknown system-side information and is augmented by task
dependency awareness. We have derived rigorous theoretical
analysis to demonstrate the algorithm’s performance. Extensive
experimental results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm
can significantly reduce application delay while satisfying the
long-term UD’s energy constraint. There are a few limitations
that will be studied in our future work. First, we consider the
impact of offloading decisions on the UD’s energy consumption,
while neglecting the effect of UD’s transmission power. In our
future work, we plan to explore the joint impact of offloading
decisions and transmission energy consumption, and design
energy adjustment schemes based on task offloading decisions
to further reduce the UD’s energy consumption under long-term
energy constraints. Second, we assume that the UD’s location is
quasi-static and ignores the impact of mobility on task offload-
ing. In our future work, we intend to incorporate the impact of
a UD’s mobility into the optimization problem and extend our
research to mobile scenarios.
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